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The current US debate about providing additional military assistance to Ukraine is based in part 

on the assumption that the war will remain stalemated regardless of US actions. That assumption 

is false.1  The Russians are breaking out of positional warfare and beginning to restore maneuver to the 

battlefield because of the delays in the provision of US military assistance to Ukraine. Ukraine cannot hold the 

present lines now without the rapid resumption of US assistance, particularly air defense and artillery that only 

the US can provide rapidly and at scale.2  Lack of air defense has exposed Ukrainian front-line units to Russian 

aircraft that are now dropping thousands of bombs on Ukrainian defensive positions for the first time in this 

war.3  Ukrainian artillery shortages are letting the Russians use armored columns without suffering prohibitive 

losses for the first time since 2022.4  The Russians are pressing their advantage and advancing slowly but steadily 

on several sectors of the front. Since the beginning of this year Russian forces have seized over 360 square 

kilometers - an area the size of Detroit. Russian advances will accelerate absent urgent American action. US 

policymakers must internalize the reality that further delaying or stopping American military assistance will lead 

to dramatic Russian gains later in 2024 and in 2025 and, ultimately, to Russian victory. 

The United States thus has only two real choices today. It can quickly resume providing military 

aid to let Ukraine stabilize the front lines near the current locations. Or it can let the Russians 

defeat the Ukrainian military and drive toward the NATO borders from the Black Sea to central 

Poland.  There is no third option. The risks of a Russian attack against NATO in the near future would rise 

dramatically if the US allows Russia to defeat Ukraine now, and the challenge of defending the Baltic States in 

particular could become almost insurmountable.  These long-term risks and costs far outweigh the short-term 

price of resuming assistance to Ukraine. 

Russian victory in Ukraine would have devastating consequences for the defense of NATO.5  

Ukrainian success, even if Ukraine just holds the frontlines roughly where they now are, on the 

other hand, would make a successful Russian attack on Poland or the Baltic States much harder 

and riskier. It would dramatically strengthen NATO’s ability to deter and defend against future Russian 

aggression.  The two maps presented below illustrate the advantages Russia would secure by defeating Ukraine 

and those that NATO would receive from helping Ukraine hold the line or push the Russians further east and 

south. 

NATO’s Future Is Linked with Ukraine’s Regardless of Ukraine’s Membership Status 

A successful Ukrainian military will be the largest and most powerful in Europe after Russia’s—it will be far 

stronger than that of any European NATO state.  Ukraine will deploy its forces along its borders with Russia and 

Belarus to deter and defend against future Russian aggression.  Ukraine will rely on continued assistance at first 

in the form of equipment but, over time, primarily in the form of money to purchase and maintain its own 

equipment, from a wide array of European and Asian states that keenly understand the importance of preventing 

a renewed Russian attack.6  Ukrainians will recognize that their future is linked with NATO’s survival and 

deterring Russian attacks on NATO as well as on Ukraine, even if Ukraine is not a member of the alliance. 

Russian military leaders planning an invasion of the Baltic States or an attack on Poland will have to assume that 

Ukraine might enter such a war on NATO’s behalf regardless of Ukraine’s membership status.  That planning 
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assumption will have a dramatic impact on Russian campaign plans for a war of aggression against NATO, as we 

shall see. 

If Russia defeats Ukraine, on the other hand, NATO will face tremendous challenges in defending its 

northeastern members.  Ukrainians will not tamely submit to Russian conquest, to be sure, and Russian military 

victory will very likely be followed by a massive Ukrainian insurgency.7  But the Russians are already preparing 

forces distinct from their regular military units to handle such an insurgency, and they will very likely be able to 

sustain conventional military capabilities to threaten NATO from Ukrainian territory even while addressing 

Ukrainian insurgents.8  The Russians will also impress hundreds of thousands or even millions of Ukrainians 

into military service, along with the defense industrial base Ukrainians are now constructing, significantly 

increasing Russia’s military and economic potential. 

In this dire scenario, therefore, NATO must expect to face large Russian conventional forces along its entire 

border from the Black Sea to the Arctic, bringing the southern Polish, Hungarian, Slovakian, and Romanian 

borders under threat of Russian ground attack for the first time since the fall of the Soviet Union.  This threat 

would pin NATO forces in southeastern Europe and would draw additional forces from the US and Western 

European NATO states to southern and central Europe, depriving NATO of reserves that would otherwise be 

available to reinforce the Baltic States rapidly in the event of a threatened Russian invasion. These NATO troops, 

inexperienced in fighting modern mechanized war, would be staring down a battle-hardened Russian military, 

emboldened from its victory in Ukraine.  

The Russian military could prepare campaign plans for an attack on Poland and/or the Baltic States with no 

concern for its rear areas.  That planning assumption would allow Russia to concentrate against the Baltic States 

forces they would otherwise have to array along the Ukrainian frontier to deter or defend against a Ukrainian 

effort to help defend NATO.  It is almost impossible to overstate how much the success or failure of Ukraine’s 

current efforts to fight off the Russian attack changes the prospects of a future Russian attack against NATO’s 

northeastern flank. 

Scenarios and Assumptions 

The maps below depict current NATO deployments, notional Ukrainian deployments based on pre-war 

Ukrainian military positions, and notional Russian force concentrations for an invasion of the Baltic States.  The 

underlying scenario assumes that the Russians will prioritize cutting the Suwalki Corridor that runs between 

northwestern Belarus (around Grodno) and the Russian exclave of Kaliningrad to prevent NATO from 

reinforcing or supplying the Baltic States while Russian armored and airborne units seize the Baltic States 

themselves.  The scenario also assumes that the Russians will seek to prepare and attack fast enough to avoid 

giving NATO time to bring large reinforcements from the US, France, Germany, and the UK to the Suwalki 

Corridor and the Baltic States before they invade.  It thus considers a Russian invasion force largely drawn from 

units in the newly-reestablished Leningrad and Moscow Military Districts, as those forces could move to attack 

positions and launch an invasion much more rapidly than a larger Russian force drawing on units in the 

Caucasus, near Central Asia, or in the Far East.  The challenge the Russians would face in covering the frontier 

of a strong and independent Ukraine would likely consume any forces the Russians might choose to make 

available from further south and east in any event. Generating the Russian combat power necessary to take the 

Baltic States with the reduced strike force in that scenario would likely require some reinforcement from central 

Russia as well.  That scenario would require a much larger and slower mobilization of Russian forces that NATO 

would see and be able to respond to. 
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https://www.understandingwar.org/sites/default/files/AEI%20WF%20Russia%20Win%20-%20Updated%20for%20Dallas.png
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The deployments and movements depicted on these maps are notional, and the details are open to debate and 

discussion. The bottom line, however, is very clear. An independent Ukraine with a strong military and a pro-

Western government will make a Russian attack on NATO much more difficult, risky, and costly for Moscow. An 

independent and strong Ukraine will thus help NATO deter such a Russian attack and defeat it if deterrence fails. 

A victorious Russia that succeeds in its aim of destroying Ukraine entirely, on the other hand, will pose a major 

conventional military threat to NATO in a relatively short period of time. It will be much harder to deter future 

Russian aggression and both more difficult and far more costly to defeat it if deterrence fails.  The choice before 

the US today is thus stark, but the answer is clear. American interests now and in the future are served far better 

by resuming aid to Ukraine now than by allowing Russia to win. 

 

https://www.understandingwar.org/sites/default/files/AEI%20WF%20Ukraine%20Win%20-%20Updated%20for%20Dallas.png
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